MAIN EVENTS

8 STMA PROFILE: TOM LUJAN — MILE HIGH LIFE
In his position as Mile High Stadium Turf Manager, Tom Lujan uses planning, coordination and organization to keep ahead of a hectic field use schedule and often erratic weather. In a stadium where as a boy he sat transfixed watching grounds crews at work, it's a job he was born to do.

12 FALL OVERSEEDING FOR WARM SEASON GRASSES
Overseeding warm-season grasses with cool-season grasses in the fall can improve athletic field playability and appearance. The keys to success are proper preparation, seed selection, application rates, timing, and more, as Dr. Gil Landy explains.

15 CONTROLLER ENCLOSURES: OUTDOOR ARMOR
High-tech, sophisticated and expensive they are. Indestructible they are not — today's top-notch irrigation controllers require protection from the elements, vandalism and theft. Available in a host of materials and styles, enclosures protect your park, athletic field complex or golf course controller investment.

18 FERTIGATION LOWERS THE BOOM ON INEFFICIENT NUTRIENT DISTRIBUTION
From the simple to the complex, fertigation systems can give more control over turf growth and maintenance, using considerably less labor. However, with a substandard irrigation system, your turf could appear malnourished, much as it would without fertigating.
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ON THE COVER: Mile High Stadium in Denver, CO, home of the Broncos and Rockies. Photo courtesy: Tom Lujan.